Chevy truck instrument cluster repair

Are you tired of your worn out gauges? Is your information display dim or dead? Or does your
gauge cluster not power on at all? Or maybe you just want to update your cluster with Bright
colored LEDs to give it a modern look. If that's the case, we have a solution for you. We have
repaired thousands of these clusters for shops, dealers, salvage yards and people like you. So,
we know our way around these things. Send your cluster to us for a fast, reliable repair.
Additional Services available at checkout. Additional Info. You can get any color on your cluster
anytime. Green looks awesome but can be kind of hard on the eyes for some people. W hen the
light shines through it, it may change the color. We are the alternative to dealer parts. Log in or
Create account. Cart 0. Menu Cart 0. Contact us for details. Please have it properly diagnosed
before you send it to us. How This Works. Step 2 Securely pack your cluster, using the correct
box so that your unit will not get damaged during shipment. When we receive the cluster. We
will inspect, repair and send it back within 24 hours. Info Green looks awesome but can be kind
of hard on the eyes for some people. We do not have any for sale. If we receive it damaged we
will always send you a picture. Very rarely, we may encounter an issue that we are unable to
repair. We will work hard to resolve any problem. Warranty covers information displays, gauges,
power loss. After one year we will be happy to replace the lights for a nominal fee. Warranty is
not transferable if you sell the car. We log all customer data and give out a warranty for
tracking. Customer Reviews Based on 24 reviews Write a review. More from this collection. We
specialize in the repair of instrument clusters, repairing thousands of units annually. Our highly
skilled technicians can troubleshoot failures and make repairs that restore your instrument
clusters to like-new condition. No programming is required, and your odometer will retain the
correct vehicle mileage. Our Heavy-Duty cluster repair program is quick and efficient. We
typically make repairs within business days of receiving the gauge cluster, although lead times
can be longer based on overall demand. We are able to perform repairs on most vehicles and
newer and can repair all makes including:. We know that when a truck is down it is costing you
money. If a repair will be greater than this cost, DDI will contact you with a detailed estimate.
The process for having your instrument cluster repaired is efficient and cost effective. Follow
these steps to get started: â€” Fill out the form entering your vehicles year, make, and model
â€” Enter your contact information and complete the form indicating what is and is not working
on your instrument cluster. Once the repair is complete and verified, a customer service
representative will contact you for payment. We accept all major credit cards. Charge accounts
are available for repair shops upon completion and approval of a credit application. After
payment is collected, your instrument cluster will be shipped back at no additional charge via
ground freight. Expedited shipping is available at additional cost. Need more information
contact us at or email us at sales ddinstruments. Follow these steps to get started: â€” Fill out
the form entering your vehicles year, make, and model â€” Enter your contact information and
complete the form indicating what is and is not working on your instrument cluster After
submitting your form, print it to include it with your shipment. Skip to main content. Include
description. Brand Type. Genuine OEM Items Aftermarket Branded 51 Items Unbranded 24 Items
Not Specified 67 Items Chevrolet Items Dorman 18 Items General Motors 88 Items GMC 17 Items
No Warranty 3 Items 3. Unspecified Length 57 Items Lifetime Items Fitment Type. Direct
Replacement Items Not Specified Items New 92 Items New other see details 12 Items
Remanufactured Items Used 6 Items 6. For parts or not working 4 Items 4. Please provide a valid
price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North
America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup.
Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
More filters Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Chevrolet. Enter Year Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Almost gone. Shipping not specified. Last one.
Free returns. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other than
Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Cannot find a
standard repair for your item? Get A Custom Quote. Click your make below to see the failures
we service for specific models. If you do not see your particular vehicle listed, please call us at
to discuss a quote for your cluster. Is your Chevrolet instrument cluster no longer working
correctly? This is a "ready to ship" completely rebuilt and pre-programmed replacement
instrument cluster for your - GM, GMC, or Chevrolet Gas and Diesel engines. We currently offer
the exchange option for MPH vehicles only Is your Chevrolet Avalanche instrument cluster no
longer working correctly? Is your Silverado instrument cluster no longer working correctly? Is
your Chevrolet Suburban instrument cluster no longer working correctly? Is your Chevrolet
Tahoe instrument cluster no longer working correctly? Is your , , , , or Chevrolet Trailblazer

instrument cluster gauges and or backlighting no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a
repair service that will restore your Trailblazer's instrument Are your gauges reading incorrectly
or not at all? Is the power to your cluster dropping out unexpectedly? If so, we offer a
1-Business day This repair is for Chevy This repair also applies to Silverado, This repair also
This repair also applies to Silverado, Avalanche, Is your , , , , , , , or C5 Corvette instrument
cluster backlighting or odometer display no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair
service that will restore your Corvette's Is your , , , , , or Chevrolet Cavalier instrument cluster
gauges and or backlighting no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair service that will
restore your Cavalier's instrument Are your , , , , , or Chevrolet Impala instrument cluster
individual gauges and or backlighting no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair
service that will restore your Impala's Are your , , , , or Chevrolet Monte Carlo instrument cluster
individual gauges and or backlighting no longer working correctly? If so, we offer a repair
service that will restore your Monte Carlo's At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root
cause of the issue instead of merely replacing parts. The end result is a refurbished component
with increased longevity and lower cost. Learn More. Have a question? Not finding what you are
looking for? Feel free to contact us and a representative will be in touch shortly. We also do
custom repairs. Let us know more about your unique need and we'll provide an estimate for
your custom repair. Privacy Policy. Please wait Call us on. Sign in or Create an account. Due to
all carriers experiencing weather delays, we are unable to refund for shipments delayed due to
weather. Please call with any questions. Kenmore Kitchen Aid Maytag Whirlpool. Select
sub-category. About Us At Circuit Board Medics we strive to correct the root cause of the issue
instead of merely replacing parts. Certified Technicians. Ask Us A Question. Custom Repair?
Get A Quote. You will be sending an item to us for repair. Once we receive your item, the
turnaround is generally business days. Many times, a GMC or Chevy instrument cluster display
screen will fade, dim, or shut off completely. Additionally, the stepper motors for individual
gauges commonly fail. This service is NOT included in the display repair, but you can purchase
new stepper motors to install yourself. If you are looking for some customization, we can
change the OEM blue-green backlighting to a color of your choice. Common colors are white,
blue, green, or red, but we can also do UV purple, pink, orange, or yellow. In certain cases, we
cannot repair these instrument clusters. If you have no power to the cluster or gauges that
bounce or shut off, then that is a more serious problem we cannot repair. If this applies to you,
then we can help you locate a replacement gauge cluster and program your VIN and mileage
into it. Chevrolet , GMC. Please make sure your instrument cluster looks similar to the one in
the picture. When you send us your used part and explain your issues, we will diagnose your
reported issues. We will repair your item within business days of arrival and ship it back to you.
Chris Stifle verified owner â€” September 20, Very quick and great communication through the
process. Your email address will not be published. We will not be sending you a replacement
unit. We have separate services if you are looking for a replacement unit. This fee covers the
time and labor involved with processing and testing your unit. Almost all of our repairs require
that you send the entire unit for us to warranty the work we perform. For example, if you are
sending an instrument cluster to be repaired, you must send the entire cluster including the
lens. In the event of your unit being non-repairable and you decide to purchase a replacement
unit, we will assume you do not want your original unit shipped back to you. If you do want the
original part returned, then it will be your responsibility to inform us and accept the additional
shipping charges. Our preferred method of shipping for available locations in the Midwest.
Spee-Dee provides overnight shipping for most locations at a reasonable cost. In more rural
areas, shipping is generally between days instead. If you are within the Spee-Dee service area,
then this option will be available for you. Estimated delivery times of 5 business days or less.
For select areas on the West Coast, this can extend to business days. Skip to content. What is
same-day service? On repair services additional insurance is applied to your return shipment
only. Instrument Cluster Removal. Fitment Make Model Years Chevy Avalanche , , , , , , , Chevy
Silverado , , , , , , , Chevy Suburban , , , , , , , Chevy Tahoe , , , , , , , GMC Sierra , , , , , , , GMC
Yukon , , , , , , , GMC Yukon Denali , , , , , , , Warranty This repair service comes with a lifetime
warranty. Service Disclaimer When you send us your used part and explain your issues, we will
diagnose your reported issues. What Happens Next? Rated 5 out of 5. Add a review Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Warranty Terms Almost all of our repairs require
that you send the entire unit for us to warranty the work we perform. Non-repairable Items In the
event of your unit being non-repairable and you decide to purchase a replacement unit, we will
assume you do not want your original unit shipped back to you. Thank you Your request has
been received. You will be contacted shortly. This does not include faster return shipping!
Please select an expedited shipping option separately during checkout. UPS Ground Estimated
delivery times of 5 business days or less. Please select a shipping insurance option. Select an

option Purchase a preprinted, prepaid shipping label that will be emailed to you for shipping in
your instrument cluster Prices are based on a 20 x 10 x 8 sized box and approximately 3
pounds. Chevy Silverado and other GM and Chevrolet instrument clusters have a long history of
having issues with the instrument cluster. While some may just have a problem with the digital
odometer display and PRNDL display, others will develop gauges that stop working, gauges
that peg out or become stuck, power loss, burnt out lights, and display issues. We can repair all
of these problems and offer a number of upgrade options to go along with the repairs as well.
You will find a customer information form under our instructions tab that you can complete and
send in with the cluster for repair. On this, please list the type of repair you prefer and any
upgrades you would like to add to your Silverado cluster repair. These options are available for
purchase prior to sending in the cluster as well. Payments may be made via PayPal or credit
card. We want you to love your instrument cluster as much as your truck and are offering a
number of upgrades to your panel. LED lights have a longer lifespan and run much cooler than
normal incandescent lights. We have a variety of colors to choose from and use broad range
lights that will not leave dark spaces on the cluster. Our unique face plate upgrades allow you to
change the background color of your instrument cluster. We have white and silver with blue
numbers and scales, white with clear scales that will allow a colored LED light to shine through,
and then black with blue scales. Here at Auto Tech Rescue, we also can add a transmission
temp gauge to the cluster. Most GM vehicles are set up to send the signal for the transmission
temp, but did not include the gauge on the cluster. By adding this upgrade, you can view the
transmission temperature. We are also now offering upgraded gauge pointers. We have a
number of color variations to choose from. Replace your standard faceplate with our of our
upraded options for an added personalization to your vehicle. Add an extra gauge to manage
your transmission temperature. Choose from our selection of silver, blue, red, black, and white
gauge pointers. Our instrument clusters are rebuilt with new, better than OEM materials. We
stand behind our work place a lifetime warranty on the repairs performed. A warranty sticker is
placed on the cluster at the time of repair. If the warranty sticker is removed or torn, then
warranty will then be void. Warranty can not be kept on vehicles involved in a flood. Ship your
cluster to us along with our customer information form. Our shipping address is located at the
bottom of the form. Repairs will be made the day the item is received and shipped out the next
day. Expedited shipping is available as well. Because we are repairing your cluster and not
replacing it, there is no programming required. Transit times are typically days each way, so
you can plan on about a week total. Then, print a copy of your order and send it in with the
cluster to the address stated on our site. This repair service for your Chevy Silverado corrects
problems commonly found with the instrument cluster also known as speedometer or
speedometer cluster. Based on the year range, we can correct a various list of problems that go
wrong with the cluster. Over time, the Silverado, as well as other GM clusters, develop problems
with a faulty digital odometer display. Has your digital odometer display or PRNDL become dim
and hard to read during the day or even at night? Perhaps your display has stopped working
altogether. We can fix that. Between the years of early , the clusters will have a wider range of
problems. Some may experience only one or two gauges that eventually lead to all gauges not
working properly. They may be stuck in one spot or they may read incorrectly. We can fix one or
all of these issues. We do recommend a full rebuild on our clusters if you pla
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n to continue driving the truck for any amount of time. Frequently, if one part of the cluster
starts to fail, the rest is close to follow behind. If you have any questions regarding your
instrument cluster, please feel free to contact us prior to sending the cluster in or dropping it
by. We also offer LED upgrades on our clusters. Chevy Silverado Instrument Cluster Repair.
Faceplate upgrade Upgraded faceplate without adding on transmission temperature gauge.
Preprinted Shipping Label Purchase a preprinted, prepaid shipping label that will be emailed to
you for shipping in your instrument cluster Prices are based on a 20 x 10 x 8 sized box and
approximately 3 pounds. Chevy Silverado Instrument Cluster Repair quantity. Repair
Description. Warranty Information. Shipping Your Cluster. Shipping Instructions. Customer
Information Form. How to package car parts. Frequently Asked Questions. Removal
Instructions. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share on linkedin LinkedIn.

